Learning to Protect Ourselves!
This semester in ROOM 3 we have been learning all about

Protective Behaviours. We have been doing lots
of activities that look at different situations where we might be
in danger. We have been working on strategies that could assist
us if we feel something is ‘bad scary’ or is unsafe for us to do.
““If you’re not feeling happy or safe you can use your
helping hand. If they (adults) don’t listen to you, find
another person who will help.
- Connor.
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“We learnt about feeling ‘fun scary’. When you feel scared of
something (you) get butterflies and your eyes fill up with water.”
- Jacob.
A Helping Hand
A helping hand is a group of 5 trusted adults that we know we
can talk to if we feel unsafe. These adults can be a parent, a
family member over the age of 18, a close family friend, a
neighbour or even a teacher.

Constable Care
On Friday 26th May 2017 the whole school was invited to attend
the Constable Care Incursion. Room 3 went to the undercover
area where we watched a puppet show called ‘Fun Scary”. The
show was a great way to review all the things we had been
learning about protective behaviours!

In the ART ROOM
Term Two has seen the
artist Romero Britto come
alive in all of us!
His bright and bold
artworks really captured
the interest of all the
children. Room Three have
done an amazing job at
using the neo-pop style to
inspire their art!
We specifically looked at
the portraits he does.
Check them out!
http://www.britto.com/fro
nt/portraits

